Combination household fire and burglary warning system control units, Models PC-4020 for use with at least one Model LCD-4501 keypad and other Listed devices as indicated in the installation wiring diagram and instructions.

Combination system fire and household burglary warning system control units, Models PC580, PCS85 with Models RM-1 EOLR and at least one Model PC1555RKZ or LEDS511 or LCDS511 control unit accessory keypad. For use with other separately Listed devices as indicated in the manufacturer’s installation instructions to form a control unit system. Each control unit contains an integral digital alarm communicator transmitter.

Control unit accessories, Models WS4938 wireless panic button, WS4939 wireless keyfob. For use with other separately compatibly Listed devices as indicated in the manufacturer's installation instructions.

Control unit accessories, Models PK5500, PK5501, PK5508, PK5516 keypads; Models RFK5500-433, RFK5501-433, RFK5508-433, RFK5516-433 wireless keypads. For use with separately Listed compatible control units as indicated in the installation instructions.

Control unit accessories, Model AML-770X short circuit isolator, where the "X" is the letter A, B or C; Model AML-900 back box.

Control unit assemblies, Model ESCORT PC4580 voice assisted security module for use with Model PC4020 control unit.

Control unit assemblies, Models P4108, P4108A, PC4108, PC-4108A, PC-4116 zone expanders; Model PC4216 switched transistor output module.

Control unit enclosures, Models PC5003C, PC4050C, PC4050CR, PC-4056C, PC-5004C.

Control unit accessories, Model PC4401 serial interface module for use with Model PC4020 control units.

Control unit accessories, Models AMA-100, AMB-300, AMP-700, AMP-701, AMP-600 are intended to be use with a compatible control unit/receiver as indicated in the installation instruction.

Control unit accessories, Model PC4164-433 receiver, PC5320 multiple wireless receiver module; Model RF5132-433 RF receiver. For use with other separately compatibly Listed devices as indicated in the manufacturer's installation instructions.

Control unit accessories, Models PKP-400, PKP-ICN, PKP-LCD keypads.

Control unit assemblies, Models PKP-400, PKP-ICN, PKP-LCD keypads.

Control unit assemblies, Models PC5100, PC5108, PC5208.

Control unit accessories, Models PC5580TC, PC5400, PC5204.

Intended for installation by experienced installers only.

Control unit assembly, Models PC5200.

Combination control unit subassemblies, Models PC1616, PC1832, PC1864, intended for use with other Listed devices as indicated in the installation instructions to form a combination fire, burglary, and home health care warning system. Each control unit subassembly incorporates a digital alarm communicator transmitter.

Control unit accessories, Models GS3055-I GSM-GPRS Interface, GS3060 GSM-GPRS Interface. Intended for use as a primary (sole) communication means or as a back-up when used in conjunction with a POTS line (dialer) with Listed compatible control units as indicated in the installation instructions; Model GS-BOOST Telco Voltage Booster, for use with Model GS3060.

Control unit assemblies, Models AMX-400, AMP-704 for use with separately Listed control panels as indicated in the installation instructions.

Control unit enclosure, Model AMP-704 enclosure.

Control unit assemblies, Models T-Link TL250, T-Link TL300 ethernet communicator, for use with separately Listed Control Unit as indicated in the Installation Instructions.

Wireless contact, Model WS4945NA.

Combination Burglary and Fire alarm system Control units, Models SCW9047-433, SCW9447-433, SCW9045-433 short range low power RF and hardwire system.

Combination Burglary and Fire alarm system control units, Models PC9155-433, PC9155D-433, PC9155G-433, PC9155I-433 short range low power RF and hardwire system. Standard and Encrypted line security when used in conjunction with TL265GS IP/GSM-GPRS Communicator or...
GS2065 GSM-GPRS Communicator or TL265 IP Communicator.

**Burglary alarm system control unit accessories**, Models WT5500-433, WT5500P-433 Wireless Keypad, WT4901 Wireless Indoor Siren, WT4911 Wireless Outdoor Siren for indoor and outdoor use, PT4 and WT4989 Wireless key for use with PC9155 wireless system.

**Control unit subassemblies**, Models TL260GS, TL265GS IP/GSM-GPRS Communicators; TL260, TL265 IP Communicators and GS2060, GS2065 GSM-GPRS Communicators, for use with separately Listed Control Unit as indicated in the Installation Instructions.

**Control unit enclosures**, Models PC500C and PC5003C.

**Control unit accessories**, Models PRM 2W, PRM 2WC, PRM 4W, PRM 4WC Power Reversal modules intended for use with separately Listed control units as indicated in the installation instructions.

**Control unit subassemblies**, Models PC4632, PC4664 Remote Annunciators
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